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this game made me cry. A weird "puzzle" game that involves clicking on doors, completing simple puzzles and finding tapes.
Using the tapes to find "green sphere keys" then using keys to open doors.

And that's it.

It does have a nice art style, but it's far too arty and pretentious, and I don't get it or the story. What's it meant to be about?

Maybe you have to be high on drugs and trippy to understand it.

In the end I just wanted it to end, as I had enough of it and wanted to uninstall it. Completed, not for 100% achievements, but I
really couldn't be bothered. Just wanted to get rid of it to save disk space.. I bought this game many years ago, but I think that
even after all this time and especially for the low price it has these days, it's definitely worth picking up. It's a rather old game by
now, but thanks to its timeless and quite pretty art style and its creative twists on standard third person action gameplay with
emphasis on the environment and stealth rather than direct combat, it's still a more enjoyable experience than the average game
being released today.
In my personal opinion that is.. Very funny, very cute. One Minigame can be a tad annoying, but it's skippable. Only minus is
that is's very short, but it's totally worth the price. Would love to see a longer sequel. Recommended. Hmm, this is a tough one.
On the one hand, this game was really short but on the other hand, it's also really cheap. This game has the world's worst
flashlight but it also had a few scares that I won't spoil. It's mainly a keycard and battery finding simulator and I think the
flashlight has been made terrible on purpose to pad out the games length but I can't be sure of that. One thing I do know is that, I
didn't hate it as much as everyone else but it is still insanely short and the flashlight is really bad.

I'm really stuck on whether or not to recommend this one. I think I'm going to have to say Not Recommended but it's close. I
really feel like this one should be in the middle somewhere. I will say once the game price goes up over $1 I don't think it will be
worth it. But if it's under a buck then take a chance on it. You might be disappointed but it's really very little to spend on a
game.

I made a video if you're curious about the gameplay:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RplQACxuMXo
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not much to it. but for 2.99 its ok. I first played this game some fifteen years ago as part of a collection of Zork games, which
included the three original text adventures. Zork Nemesis was always the odd one out - it's a first person adventure game, and it
has almost none of the humour of the others, sometimes verging almost on horror - you start out exploring a mansion to rescue
the souls of four alchemists who seems to be suffering immensely at the hands of a "nemesis", some sort of evil demonic being.

However, I am dissapointed in this Steam version, which has a few quirks. I'm pretty sure the game I played originally was the
modern Windows version, which took up 4 CDs and probably wouldn't run so well on modern computers, but this one is the
DOS version. When you start the game, press Control-P to load the options menu and turn on "3D sound". Without it, the sound
will continually crackle and the audio is pretty dang awful. Also turn down the mouse sensitivity, which is really, really high by
default, a major issue in a game controlled almost entirely by the mouse. Thanks heavens it comes with a manual, because there
are no menus and thus you need to use keyboard hotkeys to save, lord and even quit the game. I didn't read the manual at first
and thus got seriously confused when I couldn't exit. Remember: Control-S to Save, Control-L to load, Control-Q to quit.

Personally, I think STEAM or somebody could have improved this port a little bit. It comes with DosBox and runs okay, but it's
clearly showing its age at times. I really, really would have preferred subtitles for the game, because there is a lot of voice
acting.The contrast between the static pictures and the animated parts is also VERY jarring, due to the low resolution of the
animated scenes. By complete accident while watching a youtube video of cats with sound effects, I managed to condense the
Zork game into a window, where the resolution of the game isn't as much a problem.

in short, I recommend this game for anybody who likes point and click adventures. I found it well worth its price tag despite
being a dos game and I even managed to get it on sale, when it was even cheaper. It does have a couple of quirks but they are
fairly easily fixed and\/or ignored.. The resolution is unplayable on my screen, and support offered no help beyond a reference
to the forums here.. Really well design, but the 15 mph alert is killing me.

Train is bugging on some other addon routes.

Can recommend if you use the suggested route, but not for others.... I like it. I played it on HTC vive and Oculus Go. Well spent
time
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